Rasem Badran

Profile

Born in Jerusalem in 1945, Rasem Badran
received his school education in the nearby
town of Ramallah and later in West Germany
where he graduated in Architecture in 1970.
Following his graduation he worked in Germany for two years and then returned to Jordan in 1973 where he has since been practising.

Rasem Badran.

M IMAR: What were the influences
which helped determine your initial
approach to architecture?
Badran: Early influence came from
my home environment particularly my
father ' who is an artist and helped to
develop my abilities for artistic expressions. In 1957, I participated in an international children's art competition which
was held in India. 2 As a result I was
awarded a prize which greatly encouraged me to develop my artistic activity.
My interest in architecture emerged in
the early sixties through various experimental exercises that later paved the
way for my acceptance at Darmstadt
University in West Germany in 1964.
Darmstadt provided the right academic and artistic climate for me and
I His father Jamal Badran, a well known figure in
the world of Islamic ornament. He had worked on
the renovation of AI-Aqsa Mosque in 1928. In
1968 he remodelled the Minbar of Salahuddin AlAyyoubi as well as doing part of the decorative
work on the Dome of The Rock. At present he is
active as an artist and has held several exhibitions in
Jordan.
2 Shankar's InternatioYial Competition New Delhi, India 1957.
3 Published by S. Fischer, 1969, MobileI' Spiel
Raum Theater der zu Kunft.
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gave me the opportunity of participating
in research, which included a study on a
contemporary interpretation of the
Theatre of the Future J as well as in various
German architectural periodicals.
MlMAR: What impact did the Theatre if
the Future project have on your architectural activity at that time, and how
relevant was it to your subsequent development?
Badran: The Theatre if the Future project
enabled me to overcome the rigidity of
academic theory. This was through
studying the interlocking relationships
between form and social perspectives, in
order to provide for man's needs within
different racial and cultural conditions.
Also, in order to conceive the project,
one had to test its ability to be mobile;
and to be appropriate to place and time,
as well as its spatial adaptability.
This led me to use mobile elements
similar to those found in amusement
parks, with the hope of providing both
defined and imaginary spaces at the same
time. This included the transformation of
an inner court of an existing building into
a theatre, and providing it with technolo-

Above: Watercolour study from nature, 1975.
Below: Watercolour of the city by Badran, age 6.

Left: Study for a Theatre of the Future, 1968.
Above: Watercolour study, Theatre of the Future.
Left, below: Model, reconstruction of the old city of
Kuwait study, 1970.

gical facilities to create the required
atmosphere. Throughout this exercise it
was essential that the construction process, and its immediate environment, .be
seen as part of the theatrical production.
Spatial models of this study were
ottered to leading playwrights and composers, such as Stockhausen, Georgio
Legitte, and Maricio Kagel in order to
obtain feedback as to its appropriateness
for their own audio-visual productions.
The project also gave me an opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with
the architect Y ona Friedman. I became
directly involved with a group of composers in the design of a space containing
dynamic images for a theatrical production which was part of the International
Music Conference 'AVANGUARD' in
Darmstadt. 4
However, I chose for my graduation

thesis a project closer to my own social
and climatic environment. The subject
was the reconstruction of the old city of
Kuwait. Emphasis was on the preservation and revitalisation of local heritage,
and on promoting environmental consciousness. Dealing with hostile climatic
conditions in a passive manner led to the
proposal of a cellular building network
which rises above the old building fabric
and forms an envelope, partially isolating
and protecting the old quarters. This project was highly rewarding, not solely as
an academic exercise but because it proposed intellectual debate on the feasibility
of a traditional approach to architectural
education.
In 1970 I started professional work
with a group of dynamic German architects. 5 We had common socio-cultural
aims developed in our later years at uni-
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versity. We had the opportunity to be
involved in the design of visitor service
facilities for the Olympic Stadium in
Munich, entailing high standards of technology.
We were invited to participate in an
international competition in 1972 sponsored by the German Ministry of Housing for the design of low cost housing. '
Our team won first prize amongst 250
entries, and the scheme was later built
near Bonn. Particular stress was placed
on industrial and technological applications reflecting the degree of progress
achieved in the field of prefabricated
housing in Germany.
MIMAR: It is apparent that during your
later years in Germany you were exposed
to industrial and technological currents
which had an impact on your way of
thinking. How do you see that this has
helped you, if at all, in your move from a
highly industrialised society to one which
was still in its relatively early stages of
development, with different traditional
and social values?
Badran: When I first returned to Jordan I
had no intention of staying here. I came
to conduct an analytical study on two
West Bank cities, Jerusalem. I spent some
time in Jerusalem accumulating knowledge on the Arab city, with its religious
centres, madras as and neighbourhoods.
While in Amman I was approached
by some friends to design a small house
Internationale Cranisteiner Musik Wodz en 1970,
Darmstadt, West Germany.
,; P.A.S. Pl'Oject Gruppe }iiI' Archetecture iind
Statebau, Darmstadt, West Germany.
6 The work .was published irz Architecture d' Aujourdhui, December 1973, Elel1lenta 72, West
Germany.
4
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Left: Mobile architectural elements, Munich, Germany, 1971.
Left, below: Low-cost housing, Bonn, Germany,
axonometric study, 1972.
Left, bottom: Bonn low-cost housing as built, 1972.

for the Khoury family. It was the first
house I ever designed and, to this day, I
consider it the best because it represents a
realistic exercise in defining the organic
relationship between architecture and its
environment. With this example, I considered architecture as an extension of human morals, combining knowledge,
conduct, culture and a sense of belonging.
My outlook defined the direction that
I adopted in my work. I did not import
any European styles, or schools of
thought, but I dealt with the design process as an extension of what I had started
in Europe: to respect the environment
with its socio-economic and political
forces: to fmd a basis for a comprehensive
intellectual dialogue, by analysing the
problems and diagnosing their causes; by
seeking solutions that stem from that environment itsel£ A vocabulary is then
devised which translates into built form
the changing aspects and the continuities
of civilisation.
MIMAR: What was the effect of the
Khoury residence on your architectural
direction, and on the Jordanian architectural scene in general?
Badran: Some critics have viewed the
Khoury residence as a turning point in
contemporary Jordanian architecture. It
provided the basis for a new architectural
dialogue and contributed to breaking out
of a deadlock at that time.
The house also provided a reason for
me to stay in Jordan. It attracted a group
of intellectuals that commissioned me to
design other projects. The most important of these projects were: the Villa Madi
and the Villa Handa!. 7

Villa Madi (1973-1974)
On a social level I attempted to achieve
the required privacy through a rational
relationship between closed and open
volumes. The "Inner Court" of the
building was the first contemporary
attempt to incorporate this element as a
model for private homes. The idea met
with a controversial reaction. The presumption was that it reflected certain
cultural aspects of Bedouin life.
Puh! ished in Architects in the Third World hy
Udo Kultermann, Du-Mont Verlag, West Germany.
7
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Above: Watercolour study ofj erusalem, 1972.
Left: Study of a housing scheme,jen15alem, 1972.
Below, left: View of Amman.
Below: Khoury residence, Amman, 1973 .
Bottom: Detail, Khoury residence.

Villa Handal (1974-1975)
This project generated public interest. It
is characterised by a special treatment of
openings, and by open spaces created as a
result of form - such as the entrance and
the garden. The image that can be detected is reminiscent of local village
architecture, especially by the treatment
of the entrance. I have also tried to develop certain details that add to the simplicity of the interior space.
MIMAR: It is obvious from the work
done in the seventies that you were in
search of a contemporary identity for
your architecture as an attempt to develop traditional spatial qualities in a contemporary way. How do you evaluate
your work in terms of its impact on the
local environment, and on the formulation of an approach to local design issues?
Badran: My approach has been to study
and analyse the environmental elements
with which I am confronted. During the
seventies it was basically an individual
attempt to arrive at architectural solutions
echoing the physical environment. It

embraced such factors as climate, and
materials used locally. This only channelled the design process into an aesthetic
path, without any serious search into the
socio-cultural background. I chose not to
continue along that line of architectural
practice, but went on to larger concerns
stimulated by my participation in the
competition for the Al A wqaf housing
project, 8 for the King Abdullah Mosque
in Amman, and in one of the Aga Khan
A ward seminars, also held in Amman at
that time. The seminar dealt with issues
conceming the human being and his concepts of the environment, issues which
still haunt me today.
In the late 1970s, I designed a number
of private houses, emphasising the relationship between closed and open spaces
and problems of planning. These planAI-Awqaf Housing Pl"Oject, 1978, first prize
winneI' and one of his .first attempts to revive the
concept of village dwelling with a hWl1an atmosphere published in Anhitects of the Third World.
op. cit.
x
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Left and left, above: Madi residence, Amman,
1974.
Above: Interior, Madi residence.

ning problems were a result of crude
planning regulations that did not take
into account the relationship between
spaces and the customs and traditions of
users. The most important of these latter
houses is the Hatahet Residence (the
owner being of Syrian origin). This
house became a model which contributed
to the development of the concept of
uncovered living space in projects which
were to follow.
Having created a partnership (SBK)
with civil engineers Laith Shubeilat and
Mohamed Keilani in 1980, we grad~ally
increased an architectural staff with newly-graduated Jordanian architects. Local
and international competitions accounted

for a large portion of our production over
the next three years. Moreover, we began to concentrate on projects of considerable scale, such as the housing done
for the Public Security complex' which is
the first mass housing scheme I designed.
Here the attempt was to eliminate tedious
repetition by allowing future inhabitants
to add those personal touches that are
reminiscent of our old cities. The goal
was to try to aid in regenerating a deep
spiritual relationship between inhabitants
and the community in which they live.
Subsequent phases of this housing complex will, I hope, encourage a stronger
9

Published in Islamic Art Magazine.
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relationship between man, his physical
environment, and his country when
what has already been built is assessed.
In another, more complex housing
project - the Cement Company Housing Project, on a difficult hilly site and
involving a wider spectrum of social
groups, the emphasis was on the potential for absorbing a spontaneity of expression which comes from man's free
movement through defined open spaces.
By providing enough pathways, stairs,
private and semi-private courts as communal meeting areas for occupants, one
strengthens social ties despite a certain
degree of class distinction between the
occupants. Also one avoids the sense of
isolation present in the existing nearby
urban fabric.
MIMAR: Following the two housing
schemes you mentioned, I understand
that you have been involved in another
major housing project, the Queen Alia
Airport project.
Badran: We have just finished the Construction Documents and studies for this
scheme. The experience is centred upon
the successive reactions of occupants towards the built environment. It takes into
account traditions, social habits and a
way of life which have caused environmental changes. These changes have in
tum produced spontaneous features in
the overall urban fabric. The project,
containing twelve thousand dwellings,
with all the necessary services and com-

Above: Handal residence, Amman, 1975.
Below: Entrance, Handal residence.

.

1

munal facilities, is run by the Housing
Corporation and situated to the south of
the airport. The first phase contains 3,500
dwellings .
MIMAR: You seem to have a special interest in both private and communal
housing, but you speak very little of
commercial and public buildings.
Badran: I have always found difficulty in
convincing the private sector of the planning methods which reflect my beliefs in
local environmental values, especially in
commercial office and general service
buildings. What we see now in modem
Amman reflects the chaos and the 'carefree' attitudes which have led to the destruction of aesthetic and moral values of
the city.
One of the first examples of a public
building is the Al Manhal Comprehensive Schools Complex in Amman.
Of the few office buildings that I ever
designed, there is the Special Forces
Building, an application of the theoretical
approach pursued in the spatial treatment
of the King Abdullah Mosque.
MIMAR: There seems to be consistency
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in the three projects - the King Abdullah Mosque, the Special Forces Building
and the Baghdad State Mosque - and a
similarity in approach to external spaces.
Was this coincidental or was it deliberate?
Badran: As a relatively large building in
a fragmented environment, the role of
the King Abdullah Mosque was to become a suitable point of departure for
reforming such an environment. Revitalisation of that space was sought by creating urban and spiritual atmospheres that
interact, such as one feels in the old Husseini Mosque in Amman's city centre.
This is a quality which seems to be absent
in the design of the newly-built King
Abdullah Mosque. I suppose one could
say that the experimental nature of the
King Abdullah Mosque competition and
the Special Forces building helped me to
diagnose the effects of scale, the simplicity of volumes, the symbolism of
architectural elements. These effects crystallised in the competition of the Great
State Mosque in Baghdad in 1982-83,
which won first prize among an international
participation
that included

Rasem Badran
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Above: Model, King Abdullah Mosque competition, Amman, 1978. Second prize.
Below: Detail of study model.
Lift: Study model illustrating interior lighting detail.
Bottom: Study sketches.

Takiyama, Venturi, and Bofill and Arab
participants such as Makiya and Mu'ath
Al Alusi. As in the latter projects, the site
lacked an urban character due to its distance from the centre of the city. Thus,
both the architectural and planning
approach attempted to connect the new
building composition to an already disintegrating urban fabric. Our aim was an
extension of this fabric. Hence, the
emphasis was on exposing the urban
character.
By analysing an historic context, we
tied those architectural vocabulary and
details which characterised the Abbasid
era to contemporary concepts that are
appropriate to the needs of the Muslim
Arab. The proposed solution, by avoiding monumentality, provided both the
function and spirituality of an Islamic environment while respecting the local
traditions of the region.
MIMAR: How do you evaluate the experience gained trom the 'Baghdad State
Mosque' competition entry in comparison with the work that followed that
project?
Badran: The 1982-1983 'Baghdad State
Mosque' project was a springboard
which led me to engage in further research and historical analysis culminating
in an entry for the international competition to design the Al Beit Foundation in
Amman in 1983. Ours won first prize
among 16 other entries from Arab and
international firms . Active areas such as
assembly halls and museum, were treated
systematically in a contemporary vocabulary, avoiding the symbolism and detailing of the Baghdad project yet allowing the spirituality of the past to come
through in the volumes and spatial composition. I thereby had a chance to explore various alternative solutions.
The vernacular quality of regional
architecture inJordan, and the identity of
Jordanian society, drew our attention as a
result of the previous competition. This
in tum made me look at things from a
geographical point of view, taking the
region historically known as Bilad AISham, Egypt, and the Arabian Peninsular
as case studies.
When we participated in the 'Ali Bin
Abi Taleb Mosque' JO in Qatar, the most
important issues concerned the definition
of cultural parameters, parameters which
are established from within rather than
importing them (thereby depriving one
Wonjirst prize among 3 other entries.fi·om Arab
architects like El-Wakil, Tukan and Banyan.
J()
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Above, lift: Hatahet residence, Amman, 1979.
Above and below: Entrance and entrance detail.
Far lift and lift: Interior and exterior courtyards.

of independence and self-confidence).
Legislative requirements, climatic and
g eographical constraints, as well as the
local architectural heritage of the region
were primordial issues. The programme
of the Mosque had been studied by foreign consultants, and it needed restructuring we found, in order to take account of
aspects appropriate to the Qatari way of
life, psychology, and spatial requirements.
Our study reinforced our respect for
the culture of this society that gave the
place, or neighbourhood, its privacy despite the predominant alienation characterising our cities and rendering the Arab
a foreigner in his own land.
Perhaps it was an awakening by a
whole generation of intellectuals in our

societies which set the stage for acceptance of solutions like ours for Baghdad,
Amman, and Qatar. An immediate outcome of this kind of dialogue was the
commission we received for a proposal
involving redevelopment of Riyadh and
including the design of the 'Grand Mosque' in the 'Qasr Al Hokm' District in
downtown Riyadh to replace the Mosque built by Al Bin Abdulaziz family.
Decision-makers have evidently become conscious of the present inhuman
nature of our cities and of the desirability
of encouraging a renaissance of the Islamic cultural heritage of the city. In
Riyadh the programme was to combine
the mosque with the ruler's palace and
the cultural centre. It was an attempt to
re-instate the glory of that city through a
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homogeneous built environment which
satisfies the psychological, intellectual and
functional needs of the Muslim. This is in
direct contradiction with what has happened in many other Arab cities, these
still portray some of the international
planning policies which look at the city
with a purely materialistic attitude frequently omitting any spiritual or cultural
considerations.
I do not believe that a planner can
provide appropriate solutions to any environment if he is not a part of it. The
Riyadh project resulted in a great number
of analytical studies by which I studied
the vernacular language and its development in depth. I was also involved in
detailed issues of a more sensitive nature,
such as interior design and even furniture

Rasem Badran

,." L ..\.....>
design. This reflected the local crafts and
enriched these projects.
As a result of this project I became
more and more convinced of the importance of the client as a decision maker in
the nourishment of cultural concepts in
any society, so much so that when I was
a juror for the awards of the 'Organisation of Arab Cities' I was insistent on
rewarding those responsible for the initiation of Oman's Foreign Ministry building in Muscat rather than the British
Architect who designed it. This was a
gesture to encourage other departments
in the Arab World to look seriously and
with responsibility towards their own
history.

MIMAR: You occasionally mention dialogue in a way which suggests a personal
exchange of thoughts. Are you ever involved in dialogues with other architects?
Badran: Through the treatment of design problems and the dialogue this
generates with others, I try to create an
intellectual basis representing various
opinions, even from people outside our
practice, in order to prepare a healthy and
unbiased climate for discussion. On certain occasions we had had the opportunity to enrich this dialogue with the participation of some experts and researchers.
This was the case with the Baghdad State
Mosque in which we absorbed some
complimentary expertise in architectural
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Top and top left: Public Security housing, Amman, 1981. Total area: 10,000 square metres. 48
units.
Above and above, left: Cement Factory Personnel
housing, Fuhais, 1982. Total area: 20,000 square
metres. 120 units.
Right: Detail of stairs, Cement Factory housing.

history, Islamic heritage and art from
people such as Oleg Grabar, Jan Cjeka
and Jamal Badran.
Yet one of the most exciting experiences was the group effort in the international competition for the University of
Urn Al-Qura near Makkah which
gathered Muslim architects with a concern for Islamic heritage in the fields of
planning and architecture, such as

Makiya from Iraq, Abdul Halim Ibrahim
from Cairo, Turget Cansevar from Istanbul, and Stefano Bianca from Zurich
who came together on this occasion. The
group constituted a forum for serious
academic dialogue, one that surpassed the
physical aspect of building, the intellectual background, and the practices of
each of us. It produced an intellectually
comprehensive work with philosophical
and planning concepts that were other
than those International concepts which
are usually employed in the design of
universities. This, in tum, gave our project a more individual character and
cultural value.
MIMAR: It is apparent that most of your

projects, designed with particular emphasis on man, his environment and, in
your view, reflecting Muslim culture and
traditions, have been outside Jordan.
Where does Jordan fit into your approach
now that you have developed a distinctive outlook on architecture and planning?
Badran: I can say, in the broadest terms,
that I started my research in Germany,
and then concentrated on Jerusalem,
which gave me spiritual and historical
continuity in a search for an architectural
identity within Jordan. However, in Amman I missed the comprehensive climate
and the rich environment needed to
generate such an identity, where the past
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and the present meet. I also found a lack
of serious interest and follow-up from
officials towards the definition of a comprehensive framework that could provide
a healthy climate for support and encouragement of theoretical research,
academic achievements, and professional
practice.
What we see today in Amman is a
blurred vision of what constitutes town
planning and architectural legislation on
the one hand, and what is in fact being
produced in the way of architecture on
the other. Architecture is the reflection of
a nation's culture. We often hear a call for
a 'modem greater Amman' and for a
contemporary architecture, but only in a
superficial sense, without looking at the
human being involved, or his way of
thinking, his beliefs and traditions.
MlMAR: We saw your earlier work, particularly the houses you designed in Jordan during the 1970s, as having a distinctive character in architectural treatment.
Since then, in dealing with issues of a
more cultural and traditional nature, has
your way of dealing with later residential
works such as the houses designed in the
1980s been altered?
Badran: During the 1970s my approach
was centred on physical environmental
factors (constant element) such as climate,
materials and the physical nature of the
site, considerations which then generally
were absent from local architecture.
These activities represented Jordan internationally by portraying an indigenous
contemporary architecture in the Venice
Biennale and the Arab-British Chamber
of Commerce. However these solutions
lacked the planning systems and the spatial elements relevant to the region's
architectural heritage. The historical and
analytical research which I have conducted in the 1980s has had a direct influence on development of design in relation
to social habits and traditions.
It is easy to compare the work of the
1970s with that of the 1980s. The Kattan
Residence, (1983-1985) for example, illustrates the development of interior space in
a way that is a continuation of the enclosed volume of the Madi Residence
(1974-1975) which itself is a development
of the Suhail Khoury residence built in
1973. The Hatahet residence however,
built in 1979-1982, reaffirms the importance of the relationship between the inner
space and the extemal environment, a
concept which started with the Handal
residence built in 1975 and then was pursued with the Marto residence (1982) and
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Top: Perspective studies, Queen Alia housing.
Lrji and above: Study for overall planning and
model for Queen Alia Ailport housing estate, Amman, 1982-83.
Right, above: Al Manhal Comprehensive School,
Amman, 1979-80. 3500 students. Kindergarten to
secondary level. Total area: 22,000 square metres.
Right and far right: Details of playground and
exterior courtyard, Al Manhal School.
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Above: Special Security Headquarters, Amman,
1981-82. Offices and staff housing. Total area:
12,000 square metres.
Right: Model, Baghdad State Mosque competition,
1982-83. First Prize. Total area: 60,000 square
metres.
Below: Study sketches, Baghdad State Mosque.
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Above and below: Al AI-Beit The Royal Institute
for Islamic Civilisation Research, Amman, 1984,
First prize in an international competition, Total
area: 20,000 square metres,
Right: Analytical study sketches, Al AI-Beit competition,
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Left: Ali Bin Abi Taled Mosque, Doha, Qatar,
1985. First prize in a limit competition. Total area:
7,000 square metres.
Below: Analytical study sketches, Ali Bin Abi
Taled Mosque.
Right: Analytical sketches, Great Mosque, Riyadh.

finally the Badran residence (1983). The
simplicity of treatment of this internal/
external relationship was apparent in the
Khorma residence and brought out the
characteristics of the inner court, its uses
and its connection with the street. The
Izz-el-Dean residence redefined this space
and provided the desired privacy. The
Khorma house involves the effect of the
outside surface on social behaviour and
the creation of a human environment that
is sympathetic to the class distinction that
exists in our society. It is worth mentioning at this point that Islamic morality
played a big role in the past by separating
the home environment and its owner's
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social status from the street environment,
which belongs to all social classes. Moral
codes also emphasised the importance of
the interior space of the house which
should satisfy the owner's physical and
psychological needs.
MIMAR: What do you see as your present and possibly your future directions
in architectural and planning concepts,
and how do you view the general trends
of architecture in the Muslim World?
Badran: My expectations are that the
development of Qasr AI-Hokm district
of Riyadh will be seen as a contemporary
and intellectual architecture for Muslim
communities. It is a master plan for a
way of life, rather than just a visual exercise or a personal expression of man's
desires and cultural background. Architecture has to be an embodiment of human and moral concepts, and not just for
Muslims. We should seek those special
characteristics within the social environ-
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Lift, above: General perspective view, Justice
Palace neighbourhood,
Lift: Study sketches, Justice Palace Complex,
Above: Detail of entrances, Khorma residences,
two adjacent dwellings in Amman, 1985-86,
Right, top: Model, Um Al Qura University competition, Makkah Al Mukarramah, Saudi Arabia,
1985, with an international team,
Right, above: General view, Qattan residence,
Amman, 1893-84,
Right: Detail if entrance, Dr, Badran residence,
Amman, 1984,

ment that can offer the society an identity, I ask myself whether such an identity

flourishes at present, or whether it exists
at all in both the Arab and Muslim
Worlds, If so, we can refer to it as architecture for this part of the world in its
fully social, political and historical sense,
Otherwise, this term will assume only a
consumer quality rather than a constructively social one.
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Left: General view,
Marto I'esidence,
Left, below: Streetfacade and
interior court,

til
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